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Spread of score is narrow: 3.91 least popular to 4.59 most popular

For better definition all scores were
divided by the lowest average
FW 2.3 Conserve, protect and restore wetlands (tidal & non-tidal)
FW 2.1 Improve Coastal Bays habitats by restoring sea grass beds…
WQ 1.4 Reduce stormwater runoff from developed areas with the…
FW 1.5 Involve the public in programs to promote and protect local…
CE 1.2 Make the enforecment of environmental laws more…
CE 2.1 Reduce the threat of development to cultural and natural…
FW 3.2 Conserve, enhance and restore forests through tree…
CE 2.2 Prepare for natural disasters, sea level rise and climate…
CE 1.1 Assess the economic importance of farming, forestry,…
WQ 3.1 Use a comprehensive nutrient reduction strategy to…
CE 3.1Promote energy conservation, alternative energy production…
RN 3.1 Continue to facilitate and monitor dredging projects for…
RN 2.1 Reduce impacts from water based recreational activities…
FW 4.1 Expand the Coastal Bays Monitoring Plan & Health…
CE 3.2 Increase public participation, inclusive of minorities, with…
RN 1.1 Enhance recreational opportunities with better boat launch…
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• Most popular actions = marsh, shoreline,
wetlands & SAV protection
• Least popular = increasing public participation
inclusive of minorities, reducing conflicts
between jet skis and boats, enhancing boat
ramps & marinas

Comments are revealing
• “Did you know that 80% of water pollution is due to 2
stroke outboard motors? Farmer are watched strictly on
their pollution levels”.
• “Aquaculture is not economically feasible for fulltime
watermen.”
• “Terrestrial and ocean issues are not coastal.”
• “The army corps has been wrong so many times I have no
faith in their planning capability.”
• “What happened to the citizens advisory committee?”
It behooves the Program to take a closer look at the
comments, find areas where more education and outreach is
needed, leverage public will for support for local projects, etc.

